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The best introductory book on wine to come along in years” (The Washington Post) from the

creators of the award-winning Wine Folly websiteRed or white? Cabernet or merlot? Light or

bold? What to pair with food? Drinking great wine isn’t hard, but finding great wine does require

a deeper understanding of the fundamentals. Wine Folly: The Essential Guide to Wine will help

you make sense of it all in a unique infographic wine book. Designed by the creators of the

Wine Folly website, which has won Wine Blogger of the Year from the International Wine &

Spirits Competition, this book combines sleek, modern information design with data

visualization and gives readers pragmatic answers to all their wine questions, including: •

Detailed taste profiles of popular and under-the-radar wines. • A guide to pairing food and

wine. • A wine-region section with detailed maps. • Practical tips and tricks for serving

wine. • Methods for tasting wine and identifying flavors.Packed with information and

encouragement, Wine Folly: The Essential Guide to Wine will empower your decision-making

with practical knowledge and give you confidence at the table.

"The sheer amount of the information in this book is astounding: Author Jordan Champagne

breaks down the seasonality and uses of 28 different kinds of fruit-and provides tips on buying

and storing. While jams and marmalades make up a big portion of the book, don't flip past the

shrubs: These are the key to refreshingly tangy zero-proof drinks come summer. -Epicurious --

This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorJordan Champagne, author and

cofounder of Happy Girl Kitchen, learned how to make jam while working on a farm, trying to

use up fruits and vegetables that would otherwise go to waste. Now it's your turn to learn. --

This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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INTRODUCTIONLike wine? Want to know more about it? This book is for those of us who

need simple guidance to get over the challenges of getting into wine. It contains practical

knowledge that is immediately useful to help you find and enjoy great wine.This guide is small

on purpose. It’s a visual reference guide designed specifically for everyday wine drinkers.

Within these pages you’ll find:› Wine fundamentals› How to taste, handle, and store wine› A

compendium of 55 different types of wine› 20 detailed wine mapsWant more? Go online.http://

winefolly.com/book› Hundreds of articles› How-to videos› In-depth resources› Poster guides

and mapsAccess Wine Folly’s extensive resources free online. The site is supported by

hundreds of thousands of subscribers and is used by consumers and professionals alike.

WHY LEARN ABOUT WINEPerhaps you want to stock up on delicious value wines. Or maybe

you want to navigate a restaurant wine list with confidence. Learning about wine starts with the

realization that the wine world is a lot bigger than we think:There are over a thousand wine

varieties to choose from . . .There are thousands of wine regions with unique wines . . .Every

day, an average of 600 new wines are released . . .Fortunately, wine isn’t overwhelming when

you have a solid foundation. A good foundation leads to informed purchases and better-tasting

wine.THE CHALLENGEComplete the following challenges and you will gain confidence both in

choosing and tasting wine.Taste at least 34 of the 55 wines included in this book (just not all at

once!). Take great tasting notes (here).Try at least 1 wine from each of the 12 countries

(here).Learn how to blind taste (here) your favorite single-varietal wine.

Wine Basicswinefolly.com/learn/basicsWHAT IS WINEDefinition of wine, grape varieties,

regions, and what’s inside a single bottle of wine.WINE BOTTLE FACTSOn drinking, sulfites,



bottle sizes, and ways that bottles are labeled.BASIC WINE CHARACTERISTICSDefinitions of

the 5 basic traits of wine: alcohol, acidity, tannin, sweetness, and body.

WHAT IS WINE?Wine is an alcoholic beverage made with fermented grapes. Technically, wine

can be made with any fruit, but most wines are made with wine grapes.Wine grapes are

different than table grapes. They are much smaller, they have seeds, and they are also sweeter

than table grapes.Grapevines take a year to grow grapes. The harvest in the northern

hemisphere is Aug.–Oct., and the harvest in the southern hemisphere is Feb.–Apr.Vintage

refers to the year when the grapes were harvested. Non-vintage (NV) wines are a blend of

several harvests.A single-varietal wine is made with one grape variety (e.g., Pinot Noir, here).A

wine blend is made by mixing several wines together (e.g., Bordeaux blend, here).A temperate

climate is where grapes grow best. In North America, grapes grow from northern Mexico to

southern Canada.Regions with cooler climates make wines that taste more tart.Regions with

warmer climates make wines that taste more ripe.
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Robert Puckette, “Rather biased review, insanely proud parent.. Okay, I'm Madeline's dad. You

gotta know that this took a huge amount of effort to clarify the mysterious world of wine into

graphics that take mere seconds to understand. I couldn't be more proud. It's a lot of fun forcing

on it friends and then seeing them light up with instant understanding. The page that explains

how to write useful personal wine notes, for example, instantly organizes the way you do your

evaluations of wine.”

Hello Ebook Tops, “Great for visually oriented people who are also short on .... Great

introduction for visually oriented people who are short on time and want to get a quick overview

on grapes/taste and wine regions. I would also get another wine book "The Wine Bible" (over

1000 pages, heavy on text) as a more detail-oriented companion to this basic book.Both

complement each other perfectly - depending on whether you want to go into more detail

(Wine Bible) or get the basics about a grape or wine region in a mind-map-like format (Wine

Folly).The two recent books (both were published in 2015) combined will cover more than

enough topics (well beyond a mere introduction to wine) for most wine drinkers.This book

alone lacks some depth. Hence four stars instead of five. For example, Chardonnay grapes are

very popular globally and make for very different wines depending on the region/climate. It's

understandable that some simplifications have to be made at 240 pages in a visual design

style with lots of graphs and charts (which in this case translates to just two pages covering the

popular Chardonnay types).Speaking of visuals. In terms of wine-related movies /

documentaries, I can recommend the following films as companions:- Mondovino (2004) -

Critical documentary *- Red Obsession (2013) - Global wine business and China's influence *(*

These two movies work well back to back)- Sideways (2004) - Feature film, not a

documentary- "A Year In...." Trilogy (A Year in Champagne, A Year in Burgundy, A Year in Port

is forthcoming in 2016)- Somm (2012)- Somm: Into the Bottle (2015)PS: Somm 2012 is

probably the least interesting of the bunch for a wide audience (since it focuses on wine exams

and personal stories), but it's still worth watching. Otherwise, skip the 2012 film and just watch

the 2015 Somm movie where you will find some interviewees featured again.”

A Ebook Tops Reader, “This is a fun way to learn about wine :). I love this book. (I read the 1-

star snob, and I can tell you that this book was never written for him.) I have a few wine books.

I started buying them when I decided to start a wine club in my neighborhood, and this one has

helped direct some of my wine choices for our meetings, moving us through the different types

of wines and the different regions. Maybe it doesn't have everything, but so what. No book has

everything about everything. It is easy to read, and informative. It will help instruct you as you

are getting started by: teaching you what to look for when you see the wine in your glass, how

to smell, taste, and form conclusions about the wines you try. I enjoy her style and I find it easy

to reference.  Wine is a journey like any other.  Read a lot, taste a lot, and have fun.”

WilliamB, “Not for everyone; just for novices, somewhat knowledgeable, and experts. Recent

copyright 2015, so the statistics on acreage by locale, etc. are still current. Otherwise a great

starter for what wine is about, where its flavors come from, how to taste, what glasses to use,

and on and on. For knowledgeable and experts, there is information you didn't know--how

DNA has shown relation between different grapes, where they came from, why different grapes

are grown in the same areas, how wine is affected by climate where the grapes are grown.Did

you know that Pinot Noir grapes are 1,000 years older than cabernet sauvignon? Or that Pinot

Noir is one of few varieties of grapes used to make red, rose, white, and sparkling wines? Or



that cabernet sauvignon is still the most widely planted wine grape? In short, this is essential

to anyone interested in wine.”

Colorado Girl, “Definitely worth the read!. This book is definitely worth the read, I’ll be

referencing this anytime I need a “touch up” on information.I’ll start with some back story, I

have almost no knowledge of wine. And after reading a good chunk of this book, I realized

what I did know barely scratched the surface. I worked in the automotive industry for ten years,

and one day I woke up and needed a career change. I’ve been working as a cashier at a large

liquor store for a few months now, and my goal is to get into our wine department. Well,

anytime I do something I make sure I can actually be of help to my customers and my

coworkers. And it’s always fun learning new things!Now back to the book itself. I stumbled

across the Wine Folly name on a random Google search about wine, so I jumped on Amazon

and looked up their book. It sat in my cart for a few weeks while I asked my coworkers if they

knew of the Wine Folly blog or book, because one of my coworkers worked on a vineyard for

three years I value his opinion above all else. He didn’t but said he would look into it for me,

because he knows I won’t take the wine department test unless I not only do well on it, but I

blow it out of the water. Once I got the okay from him, I purchased this book. I’ll be taking the

book with me to work so he can judge it in person, if it fails his assessment I’ll update my

review with his opinions, but I doubt that will happen.In short, this book seems to have it all. Of

course it’s only a book, a great book with loads of information in a tiny space. But the only way

to know for sure if this will really help you, because everyone is different, is to buy the book and

drink some wine. Cheers!”

WineGuy, “Essential reading for the wine novice and expert alike!. Invaluable for any wine lover,

expert or just starting out on your wine knowledge journey. Very simple, clearly written and

described without being condescending. Text is assisted with excellent infographics, diagrams

and flavour wheels which are great for visual learners like myself.Madeline will have every wine

drinker an expert taster by the time they reach the end of this book which is a pleasure to read,

and never boring.”

G, “Great book. If you are interested in wine and different grapes a book that simplifies the

whole experience.”

David, “Fun book with great presentation. This book really does capture the feel of the Wine

Folly website's advice. It presents useful information in a very appealing way. Great coffee table

book.”

lee wesley, “Wine Folly? no, wine jolly.cheers. A wonderful book for anyone starting out with an

interest in broadening their knowledge about wine. Well laid out with plenty of information to

reference at a later date. highly recommended.”

Laila, “Superb book. Great book which I'd recommend to anyone who wants to learn about

wine, pairing, etc... love the graphics and linear explanations, it really helps you understand its

structure.. seller also great, fast delivery with no trouble.”

The book by Madeline Puckette has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 2,363 people have provided

feedback.
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